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Anatomy and Physiology is a dynamic textbook for the yearlong Human Anatomy and Physiology
course taught at most two- and four-year colleges and universities to students majoring in nursing
and allied health. A&P is 29 chapters of pedagogically effective learning content, organized by body
system, and written at an audience-appropriate level. The lucid text, strategically constructed art,
inspiring career features, and links to external learning tools address the critical teaching and
learning challenges in the course. Color is used for pedagogical effect in A&P. Most art will consist
of elegant black line, with the strongest line illustrating the most important structure(s) and shading
used to show dimension and shape. Color (used only when needed) highlights and clarifies the
primary anatomical or functional point of the illustration. Student focus is drawn to the most
important learning point in each illustration, without distraction from excessive gradients, shadows,
and loud highlights. The online book provides students with links to surgical videos, histology,
interactive diagrams, and cadaver imagery at critical junctures. This book is available online for free
at openstaxcollege dot org
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Awesome. I couldn't find some of the information I needed from my other a&p book, marieb 9e, and
this one had everything I needed. I like the graphics in this book & find them to be very helpful. I
couldn't figure out what phagocytes were involved in the innate immunity & this book has a graphic
that organized everything so I wasn't just assuming. I also like the histology graphics, there's an
animated photo & an actual photo pictomicrograph for most tissues. I ordered this book after we did
the cardiac chapter, but I think the graphics are far better than in the marieb book. I was struggling

to try and match the mechanical & electrical cardiac events & this book shows it in a graphic, which
would have been very helpful. Wish I would have ordered this book in the beginning of the
semester. I first came across this book on their website (it's available for free as a pdf) & I kept
printing off pages. I figured I'd rather just buy the book than have a bunch of loose pages all over
the place. I looked on to see if it was available in a printed edition & it was. Thanks to this book I
passed my a&p 1 final with a B. ðŸ¤“ I've attached pictures of some of the graphics I found to be
very useful.

Just an FYI! This book is free online from the actual company. Make a donation to help but this
company is awesome. Stop paying for the books. it seems high priced when you find out its Free or
Donation Based Book Program from OpenStax College.

This is the best book when learning about Anatomy and Physiology. You can download it free, read
it online or buy the book. I choose to buy the book and am not dissapointed. Easy to read, review
questions at the end and much more.

Excellent textbook. There is a free online text but I bought the printed version off , as I like to
highlight and write notes. It was a 1/4 the cost of a similar textbook. We used it in my AP 1 class at
the local technical college. Used in tandem with the web version, this text provides a good overview
of the subject.The book is hard bound similar to a regular textbook binding. One thing to note - the
book is basically the web version printed out so there are a few blank pages where the web page
was blank. Besides this, an excellent book and it was hard to tell that it was just a printed version of
an online text.

Very nice hardcovered book, very well organized text. Highly recommend this very low priced book
for an "easy A" in A&P I & II.

Quick delivery, serving its purpose as my text book for class. I prefer paper book than online reading
so this was perfect.

The book is brand new , i think is a lot more helpful than having to use the online book when you
have to read something.

It was purchased new and came slightly damaged. Not enough to be a huge deal, but enough to be
annoying.
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